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Warren H. Carroll was a fundamental figure of the late-twentieth century Catholic cultural revival. His historical works present the Church’s Christocentric view of history while utilizing the scholarly tools of a modern historian. Yet few historians, even Catholic historians working within the Catholic historiographic milieu, are familiar with the historical thought of Carroll, and even fewer have engaged his thought in their scholarship. This article seeks to rectify that deficiency by presenting Carroll’s twin historical principles, “Truth exists” and “The Incarnation happened,” as a model for Catholic historical studies.

Historiography for most of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries reflected an obsession with economic and technological progress. History was not the story of men and women; rather it was the story of how material progress shaped people. Christian historians who sought to infuse their histories with their belief in the Incarnation became an endangered species, and as the twentieth century marched onwards, Catholic historiography, like the Catholic university, fell in line with the prevailing culture. The result was that a Catholic historian, especially in American academia, became indistinguishable from his secular contemporaries.¹ The traditional Catholic understanding of history, beginning with St. Paul’s bold statement that Christ came “in the fullness of time” (Galatians 4:4) and stretching into the twentieth century with writers like G. K. Chesterton and Christopher Dawson, fell by the wayside.

It took a self-described “pagan Deist,” a convert like Chesterton and Dawson before him, to reorient Catholic historical studies in the late-twentieth century. That convert was Warren Hasty Carroll. Decades before George Marsden declared that there was a place for religious faith in the academic study of history, Carroll had already begun a fruitful career producing scholarly historical research from a strongly Catholic viewpoint.² Although Carroll was widely regarded “as a significant contributor to Catholic education” and as “a leading figure in historical scholarship on Christian history,” his role as a trailblazing Catholic historian has diminished in recent years.³ Few Catholic historians, even those seeking to
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continue the renaissance of Catholic historical scholarship in which Carroll played so crucial a role, examine his historical ideas in their work. Reasons for this dearth of scholarship vary, ranging from the unabashed prominence of Catholic theological claims in Carroll’s works to his tendency to use almost exclusively secondary sources. Carroll, it seems, was not concerned with adding something new to historical scholarship.

These are not cursory issues; to use philosophical terminology, they get at the essential nature of Carroll’s work. His tendency to shape his view of historical events through his Catholic Faith remains one of the key distinguishing features between his corpus and the writings of other historians. His use of predominantly secondary sources was likewise intentional, especially in his multi-volume *A History of Christendom* series. For such a monumental project, Carroll concluded, “it would not be a reasonable expenditure of time and effort” to delve into all of the primary source material, “since so many painstaking and conscientious scholars have already investigated the primary sources with the utmost care and reported thoroughly on them.” When Carroll does use predominantly primary sources in his work, as in his *Isabel of Spain: The Catholic Queen* and *The Rise and Fall of the Communist Revolution*, it marks a genuine contribution to the historical subjects examined. However, Carroll saw himself neither as a great innovator in historical studies nor as a contributor to new historical studies. Rather, he saw himself as presenting the great story of humanity “from the Christian point of view, in a time when this kind of history has virtually ceased being written.”

Thus, Carroll’s historical vision remains, for the most part, critically unexamined by historians. It is the primary aim of this essay to present his historiography to foster such scholarly conversation. This essay endeavors to present Carroll’s historiography in two essential propositions, his two “watchwords”: “Truth exists” and “The Incarnation happened.” The paper examines what Carroll says about these propositions in his writing and speaking and how he looks at specific historical topics. In this way, historians unfamiliar with Carroll’s work will receive an introduction to his historiography, as well as some possible ways to use his historical vision in their specific fields of study.

**TRUTH EXISTS**

Before Warren Carroll became a Catholic historian, he was a vigorous defender of objective truth. Despite his nominally Christian upbringing, by the time he entered Bates College in 1949, Carroll was, in his words, a “pagan Deist.” With this Deism came a love of objective truth, a love that would ultimately lead Carroll to the Catholic Church. He soon found
though that many of his professors and fellow students did not all share this devotion to reality. As he later lamented, “I was really distressed by the prevailing attitude in the academic world, even back then. . . . Even then, I did always believe in the existence of objective truth and in a high standard of morality.” Elsewhere, he commented, “I saw what was wrong with modern education a long time before I saw what was right about Christianity. . . . The people teaching in the university didn’t care whether truth existed or not, and it didn’t matter to them. It mattered a great deal to me, it always did.”

Carroll did not acquiesce to modernity’s rejection of objectivity. Instead, he began his life-long mission to defend truth. In 1963, he wrote “Law: The Quest for Certainty,” for the American Bar Association Journal; the article attacked the rejection of absolute truth in academia, particularly in legal studies. There Carroll notes that, “Law stands as the guardian of a rational reality above and beyond the current whims and passions of men.” Without objectivity, there can be no justice, no truth, and no law.

This has happened on at least two memorable occasions in history, after a period when law had abdicated almost entirely in favor of the arbitrary power of an absolute monarch, and that monarch fell. The result was to bathe the world in blood. One of those occasions was a hot July day before a prison called the Bastille; the other was late of a wintry October in the city that used to be called St. Petersburg.

Carroll released several spoken word albums in the mid-1960s, particularly Universities Against Truth in 1966. Again, Carroll was on the attack against relativism in American universities. Objectivity held sway in Carroll’s mind and transformed his life and his historiography.

Carroll’s conversion to Catholicism in 1968 amplified his zeal for the truth. This became apparent in Carroll’s work for the Christian Commonwealth Institute and Triumph Magazine. In a January 1973 article entitled “The Modern University: Mission Territory,” Carroll looks at how modern universities became the centers of relativism. In presenting this sordid history, Carroll traces the growth of relativism from the Protestant rejection of the Catholic Church through the complete rejection of Christ during the Enlightenment; the scholarly rejection of Catholic historiography stemmed from this historical rejection of truth. Therefore, Carroll realized, a properly restored Catholic historiography must hold as essential the proposition “Truth exists.”

This emphasis on objective truth manifests itself in Carroll’s historiography in three ways. First, Carroll places a great emphasis on the importance of memory in historical writing. Second, Carroll notes that historians should avoid bias when writing. Third, stemming from the second point,
Carroll holds that historians should admit their particular viewpoints concerning historical topics, especially controversial ones.

Carroll famously wrote, concerning historical memory, that “the historian is the guardian of memory. Whatever his personal sympathies, it is his duty to stand watch on the ramparts of time, and rescue the truth—however unwelcome—from oblivion.”17 This matches a point he made decades earlier: “To tune out history is to tune out life and to blank out memory. A people which does not know its own history is like a man with amnesia.”18 This statement has particular importance for the Catholic historian, for Catholicism is a fundamentally historical religion; our identity as Catholics is tied up with historical claims, namely, those concerning the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. These claims about Christ are either historically real or they are fabrications. The source of the earliest history of our Faith, the essential story of Christ, comes from the memories of the first followers. If truth exists, and if memories are true accounts of what happened, then a historian has a particular calling to preserve the memories of a people, without changing the memories to fit a preconceived agenda.

This connection between the historian and historical truth means it would be particularly offensive if a historian embraced a bias regarding his historical topic. Carroll distinguishes between bias and a historical viewpoint. A historian’s historical viewpoint is the perspective through which the historian presents the historical record; a viewpoint helps the historian sift through historical data, simplifying a process which Carroll calls “the most difficult single task in historical research.”19 A bias, on the other hand, rejects historical information simply because it does not correspond with the historian’s preconceived agenda. Carroll takes particular issue with modern historians’ bias against the action of the supernatural in history, particularly through miracles. In his article “Banning the Supernatural: Why Historians Must Not Rule Out the Action of God in History,” Carroll explores several examples of historical events (such as recent Marian apparitions and the seeming demonic possession of Rasputin) during which supernatural forces seem to have intervened directly in history. Contemporary historians try to explain these seemingly miraculous events through natural means with only limited success. Carroll argues that their anti-supernatural bias, and thus their closed-minded historiography, damages their historical analysis. Carroll concludes:

Historians must apply all genuine critical standards of scholarship when dealing with these reports. But the arbitrary a priori assumption that apparitions and miracles and the Incarnation itself could not have happened, that historical events never transcend the natural order, is not a critical standard. It is a flagrant bias which ought to be firmly
Carroll does not demand historians admit that history proves these events are true miracles; such proof is beyond the realm of historical study and requires true religious Faith. Rather, a historian should at least be open to the possibility that the supernatural could explain some historical events. At the same time, “claims of the miraculous and the supernatural must be subjected to the same tests as all other historical evidence, but must not be rejected out of hand.”21 There are, after all, “many more spurious apparitions and alleged miracles than genuine ones.”22

Likewise, the Catholic historian should not try to cover-up the sins of Catholics, nor try to paint the popes as perfect, as in Peter de Roo’s five-volume “apologia” for Pope Alexander VI; it is the historian’s responsibility to “face the truth, however unpleasant or unwelcome.”23 In his own writings, Carroll offers critiques of the “heroes” in his histories. For example, Carroll lauds Christopher Columbus for his history-making voyages. He sees God’s providential hand in Columbus’s life, from his childhood through his encounters with Queen Isabel of Spain and his subsequent voyages to the New World. However, historical impact does not make Columbus a saint. In his fuller treatments of Columbus, Carroll examines in detail the explorer’s failings as an administrator, in particular how he allowed the Spaniards to take native slaves and on his own part treated captured natives without the justice one would expect of a Christian hero.24 Even though Columbus was a hero thanks to his historical achievements, Carroll is sure to admit how, “Heroes need not be perfect; indeed, given the fallen nature of man, none can be perfect. It is right to criticize their failings, but wrong to deny their greatness and the inspiration they can give.”25 It would be dishonest of Carroll to dismiss Columbus’s flaws, to paint him as perfect. His vocation as historian was to reject the bias such whitewashing entails.

Carroll is also critical of historians who reject older accounts of the saints because they fall into the category of hagiography and, as such, contain stories of miracles. One particular example of this is the life of St. Cecilia.26 Carroll comes down on the side of the traditional record of the saints, such as the Acts of St. Cecilia’s martyrdom, not because they are older stories, but rather because there is no valid reason given by the historical critics to reject the older stories’ information. When other evidence, such as the reports from the excavation of St. Cecilia’s body in 821 and 1599, corroborate the Acts’ account, there is no reason other than bias to reject St. Cecilia and her martyrdom as a mere Christian legend.
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Connected to Carroll’s rejection of bias is a call for historians to be more upfront about their historical viewpoints, especially when concerned with controversial historical topics. Every historian must have some scope to search through the excess of historical data; the claim that the only objective history is one without a historical viewpoint is false. A historian can write a good, objective history of a religious topic from within that religious tradition just as well as a historian from another faith tradition. Carroll was adamant that a historian, especially a Catholic historian, should admit his historiographical position and include his faith in his writing.

We cannot, therefore, set aside our faith into a corner over here, and then write our history as though it did not exist, and that is what almost all historians today are doing, including almost all who call themselves Catholics. They don’t write history as Catholics; they try to write it as though they weren’t Catholic, so you can’t guess if they are Catholic or not.

In regards to biography, Carroll asks, “Is full so-called ‘scholarly objectivity’ desirable or even possible in biography? If the author is truly neutral toward his subject, it is hard to see how that subject, at least in the case of biography, has ‘come alive’ for him. Rarely are we wholly neutral towards anyone we know well.” When examining a subject, biographers and historians should weigh the actions, both good and bad, of the historical figure, as we would anyone else we know well. The historian is free to express his view of his subject, not in colloquial terms but weighed in light of the historian’s worldview. In the case of Columbus, this might take the form of specific reactions to what Columbus achieved or experienced. Take, for example, Carroll’s account of the climax of Columbus’s 1493 return voyage from the New World. Columbus’s ship tossed about only a few hundred miles from the coast of Spain, caught in an Atlantic storm. Of this crucial moment in Columbus’s expedition, Carroll writes, “There is no more dramatic moment in all of maritime history.” While one could make a case for including Columbus’s successful navigation of the storm among the most dramatic moments in the history of navigation, Carroll’s use of the superlative (“no more dramatic moment”) reflects his personal opinion on the subject. He shows the reader not what the reader must think about a particular historical moment, but rather what the historian himself believes. It makes the study of a historical event more personal by drawing the reader into the historical person’s story and by forging a bond between the historian and the reader. The reader, in a sense, can know not just what the historian knows, but can get to know the historian himself.
Carroll draws heavily from biographies for his histories, a decision stemming from his view that individuals shape historical events. That role of persons as players in history, rather than sociological or economic trends, stems less from Carroll’s emphasis on objectivity, more from his bold, Christian claim that “The Incarnation happened.” It is to that claim that we now turn.

**THE INCARNATION HAPPENED**

While all historians, no matter their religious convictions, can and should rally to Carroll’s first proposition, that objective truth exists, it is his second proposition that sets the stage for an authentically Christian vision of history. The proposition that “The Incarnation happened.” flows from the proposition of objective reality. Christ’s Incarnation is not merely a declaration of religious faith. It is one of historical reality. Christ is either God or He is not; either He rose from the dead or it is a farce. Thus, Carroll emphatically states, “If those Christian beliefs are objectively true, then the universe is almost literally turned upside down. A whole new hierarchy of values and of historical significance springs into being.”

The reality of the Incarnation affects the Catholic vision of history in three ways. First, Catholic historians should focus on how the actions of men and women make history. Secondly, Catholic historians must view all historical events in light of the Incarnation, producing a Christocentric history. Lastly, Catholic historians must note the role of the supernatural in history.

Contrary to historiographical trends of the early and mid-twentieth century, which located the cause of historical change in socio-economic forces, Carroll stresses that the true causes of historical change are human and divine action. Carroll’s dramatic phrase “One man can make a difference” captures this mindset. Christ did not come to redeem “an economic ideology or social structure”; rather He came to redeem souls, and thus, “Persons, individuals, souls, are what are really important from the Christian view. They are at the center of the action.” Carroll’s work abounds with examples of this emphasis on human historical actors. One example suffices here. In *1917: Red Banners, White Mantle*, Carroll traces the main events of the First World War and the October Revolution through the actions of historical figures (Vladimir Lenin, Pope Benedict XV, Blessed Karl of Austria, and the children at Fatima) in light of spiritual events (Rasputin’s possession and the visions of Mary at Fatima). Carroll’s historical account reads as a dramatic story with heroes and villains tied up in a grander historical narrative, namely that of our Salvation. In comparison, standard histories of the First World War focus more on diplomatic and
technological factors than the historical actors of the period, and few if any examine the war in light of the cosmic ramifications of Fatima and Moscow. Carroll’s approach to writing this and other historical stories presents a fuller perspective of historical events, a “personalist history.”

Just as human persons acquire a new sense of historical worth in light of the Incarnation, so also does the historical record as a whole. Like the Catholic historiographical tradition before him, Warren Carroll’s own historiography is Christocentric, that is, it regards the Incarnation as the central and most important event in history. “History indeed, from the Christian point of view, has a beginning point, a central point or peak point, and an end. The beginning is the creation, the central point or peak is the Incarnation, and the end is the end of the world and the last judgement.”

God prepared the world for His coming prior to the Incarnation, and then, having established His Church once He came, remained active in history through His Mystical Body. Focusing on the historical figures and events that prepared the way for Christ or continue His work after His Ascension, the Catholic historian can examine other historical figures and events that other historians might examine, but in an authentically Catholic way. Such a process does not succeed when a historian forces his Catholic Faith into his historical study, as if his Faith is another, equal facet of his historiography; rather, beginning with his Catholic worldview, the historian views every historical subject through this Christocentric lens.

Practically speaking, this method works in a variety of ways. For example, a historian studying ancient, pre-Christian Babylonians might reflect on how the Babylonians, in their civilization and their virtues, prepared for the coming of Christ. This incorporates an understanding of what theologians call natural revelation or what ethicists call natural law; this points to the truths about God and the world accessible through non-supernatural means. A Catholic historian can also examine the Babylonians in light of how their actions molded the Israelites into the nation in which God became Man. In his own writing, Carroll does just that, viewing, for example, the Babylonians in light of the Israelites, not Israel in light of Babylon. Carroll’s method can also examine particular socio-historical events in light of Christ’s Mystical Body, the Church. In reality, this leads to Carroll presenting the history of Europe’s Age of Discovery through the lives of missionaries. He thus examines the migration of colonists, the trade and exploitation of natural resources, and the treatment of native populations in light of these Christian missions. Carroll uses this method even when discussing non-religious historical subjects, examining the great industrialists of America’s Gilded Age in light of the Gospel’s teachings on human dignity and the Church’s social teachings.
this allows the reader to see how God works in historical societies, even those who do not know Him.

The central place of the Incarnation in Carroll’s historiography distinguishes his writing from the standard “Great Man” view of history. Carroll emphasizes throughout his historical works that men and women are not the only historical players; perhaps even more important to a Catholic historiography is the direct action of the supernatural in historical events. Carroll writes that the Christian historian

knows that history is more than men and events; it is the interference of the temporal with the eternal; its actors are beings divinely constituted with an immortal destiny, and consequently there are other actors on the stage with them who do not keep records or hold councils that come within the historian’s purview—the hosts of Heaven and of Hell. Carroll held that it was the Catholic historian’s unique vocation to record the supernatural acting in history, and how humanity reacts to this interaction. This does not mean that the Catholic historian should attempt to explain or interpret all of God’s actions in history; it is, after all, impossible for a finite mind to explain perfectly the infinite. Carroll writes:

The Christian historian must never for a moment forget that he is like a private (or at best a corporal) describing a series of battles in which he and his fellows have engaged, but with only the sketchiest sort of third-hand information about what was actually happening at the time in general headquarters on both sides. For the headquarters of the great battle which is human history are in heaven and in hell, the world is the battlefield, and the historian can know reasonably well only what happens on the front lines.

Carroll is not concerned with the historian determining every intervention, whether implicit or explicit, of God in human affairs; admitting the possibility of God’s action in history without detailing every step of God’s plan fits into Carroll’s vision as presented above. What Carroll does not condone is the seemingly universal ban on discussing God found in contemporary historical studies. The role of historians in reporting the actions of both God and men becomes a dividing point between Carroll and his contemporary historians, so much so that Carroll laments in “Banning the Supernatural” that, “The very possibility of action by God in history has become academically taboo. In all honesty I must say that since I began writing scholarly Catholic history fourteen years ago I have found no other contemporary historian who writes in defiance of this ban.”

Every major historical work Carroll wrote after his conversion to Catholicism hammers the theme that God acts in history. Carroll repeatedly refers to two substantial pieces of evidence for God’s action in history:
miracles and the providential protection of the Ancient Israelites and the Church. Regarding miracles, Carroll writes:

To be sure, the Church does not require belief in any of them, even those which are ecclesiastically approved; but the volume of evidence on miracles associated with the Blessed Virgin Mary and the saints is so enormous that to reject all of it—once its scope becomes clear—is to abandon all reasonable standards of the interpretation of historical evidence in favor of pure prejudice.46

Miracles are not some relic of the days of Scripture; they continue today, from healings at Lourdes to the miracles needed for canonizations. History is replete with examples, and Carroll is keen to draw upon them.

Chief among Carroll’s historical interests were stories of Marian apparitions and their connection to history. These appearances of Mary and their attending miracles, be it the image of Our Lady on St. Juan Diego’s tilma, the healing stream of Lourdes, or the dancing sun of Fatima, testify to God’s direct interaction in history; most importantly, they are among the “best authenticated historically,” giving additional credibility to the historical record.47 The historical importance of these apparitions often goes unnoticed by historians; for example, Carroll reports, “Until the appearance of my 1917: Red Banners, White Mantle, no history including substantial material on World War I, the Communist Revolution in Russia, and other political events of 1917 had mentioned the apparitions at Fatima.”48 Carroll’s conclusion is clear: when historians examine miracles like those associated with the apparitions of Mary, they cannot help but admit that something beyond human actions is at play in human history.

Carroll makes a similar point regarding the Ancient Israelites and the Church. We can see that God acts in history because the Israelites, alone among the civilizations of the Ancient Near East, survived into modern day. The grand empires of Babylon, Assyria, and Persia fell, yet today there are people who follow the religion of Abraham.49 Likewise, the Church has survived intact through the two millennia since Christ’s Ascension.

Where [asks Carroll] are the god-kings of Egypt, the emperors of Rome? Ashes to ashes, and dust to dust. Does one institution, one recognizable pattern of living, one vocabulary and set of symbols, remain from the world of the year 110 A.D., when St. Ignatius of Antioch wrote and the Emperor Trajan reigned? One, and only one: the Holy Roman Catholic Church. Nothing else of all that world survives in any institutional form that anyone not an historical scholar could detect.50

Nothing in ecclesiastical history presents God’s preservation of the Church more dramatically than the history of the papacy. Rarely has there been a time when the papacy has not been assailed by heretics and enemies of
the Church. Yet despite continual attack since the time of St. Peter, the papacy has outlasted its enemies. The Arians sought to gain the papacy, even forcing Pope Liberius, the first pope never declared a saint, to sign an ambiguous document to support their heresy. Yet the Arians died out, and the papacy survived. Likewise, the Monophysites, through the efforts of Byzantine Empress Theodora, put their puppet on the papal throne, a priest named Vigilius; yet when Theodora called upon Vigilius to affirm the Monophysite heresy, he rejected his prior error and affirmed the truth about Christ’s two natures. There are many other examples throughout the Church’s history of weak popes who brought about disaster for the Church; yet even the worst of popes never officially taught a condemned heresy as the truth.51 “You can never bribe a pope,” Carroll would tell his history students at Christendom College.52 This papal resilience is, for Carroll, proof of God’s direct intervention.

The need for Catholic historians to examine the action of God in history is perhaps the most controversial aspect of Carroll’s historiography. While his corpus provides a wealth of historical detail, often presenting complicated historical subjects in accessible, even exciting accounts, Carroll’s works “were very little read outside of Catholic circles and probably . . . even outside the subgroup of Catholics with already self-consciously orthodox (not to mention politically conservative) views.”53 Carroll’s aim in emphasizing God’s historical actions was to bring readers closer to God, an act of historical apologetics. However, such an apologetic tool requires some theological and philosophical foundations; the idea that God guides the Church presupposes that the interlocutors agree upon the existence of God, the divinity of Christ, and that Christ established a Church, something Carroll himself admits.54 It is thus the task of future historians to distill what might be effective for historical apologetics from Carroll’s vast works.55

At the funeral Mass for Warren H. Carroll, Christendom College president Dr. Timothy O’Donnell said, concerning Carroll’s historiography, “His was a Catholic vision of history. It was not just a viewpoint—Catholicism is the prism of truth, revealing God’s providential action in time.”56 For Warren Carroll, the Catholic vision of history was just that, a prism through which one could view all of historical time. This vision requires the honest recording and examining of historical events and persons, understanding the crucial role God and men play in shaping the historical story. For Carroll, history was a story filled with history makers, heroes and villains. His historical vision is one with which contemporary Catholic historians should be familiar, and which they should consider adopting in their own historical studies. It is a vision helpful not only in historical scholarship, but in living out our vocation as “the guardians of memory,” as Catholic historians.
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